226	EUROPE   AT    PLAY
There are four rows of boxes and two tiers above
them, partitioned as boxes, but which form the galleries.
The figures in the boxes are silhouetted against a soft
pink background for about half a minute, then all is in
darkness except for that illuminated clock, and the
orchestra begins.
From that moment no influence in the world can get
you into the stalls until the end of the act, and you must
sit outside and talk .,.to" one^/^f the black-uniformed
attendants, who weat ^knee»breec%s and silver chains of
office, or slip up to the bar and haile a couple of Stregas.
It is all right if youOhaye a bQ$£*$ut they are never easy
to obtain, being almost all stl$s£ribed for at every per-
formance. Nor are stalls simple to book, and the best
plan is to consult the hall-porter at your hotel: remember
that the house is sold out for every performance all
through the season.
Look at the box on the left of the stage at the bottom
and you will notice a very distinguished figure sitting
alone. It will be Grande \Jfficiale Jenner Mataloni,
Swraintendente delta Scala: in other words, La Scala's
No. i, and the only one. Under him works a huge
organisation which is incapable of muddling; nor would
anyone muddle or meddle much with Mataloni. Once
he has decided the programmes for the season they never
vary, and the lack of understudies is unheard of.
Surely Covent Garden needs a Mataloni, one who can
devote his whole tithe and energy to organisation and
initiate a process of sensible decentralisation which seems
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at present to be wanting there?
At the moment I am rather like a soused herring, but
I am not saturated with vinegar ("For once/' did a voice
whisper?). I am swimming in a pleasantly rocking sea

